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The current research paradigm for Huntington’s disease is based on participants with overt clinical phenotypes and
does not address its pathophysiology nor the biomarker changes that can precede by decades the functional decline.
We have generated a new research framework to standardise clinical research and enable interventional studies earlier
in the disease course. The Huntington’s Disease Integrated Staging System (HD-ISS) comprises a biological research
definition and evidence-based staging centred on biological, clinical, and functional assessments. We used a formal
consensus method that involved representatives from academia, industry, and non-profit organisations. The HD-ISS
characterises individuals for research purposes from birth, starting at Stage 0 (ie, individuals with the Huntington’s
disease genetic mutation without any detectable pathological change) by using a genetic definition of Huntington’s
disease. Huntington’s disease progression is then marked by measurable indicators of underlying pathophysiology
(Stage 1), a detectable clinical phenotype (Stage 2), and then decline in function (Stage 3). Individuals can be precisely
classified into stages based on thresholds of stage-specific landmark assessments. We also demonstrated the internal
validity of this system. The adoption of the HD-ISS could facilitate the design of clinical trials targeting populations
before clinical motor diagnosis and enable data standardisation across ongoing and future studies.

Introduction
Huntington’s disease is a genetic, autosomal dominant,
neurodegenerative disease caused by an increase in the
number of CAG in the DNA sequence of exon 1 of the
HTT gene.1 In people with Huntington’s disease, life
expectancy is about 40 years from the detection of
structural brain changes with volumetric MRI.2,3
In current practice, clinical diagnosis of Huntington’s
disease is based on established signs (eg, involuntary
movements, cognitive impairment, and behavior changes),
which emerge well after the disease process is known to
start.4,5 Clinical motor diagnosis has been formalised using
the diagnostic confidence level (DCL; the level of
confidence that the patient’s movement symptoms are due
to Huntington’s disease, ranging from 0 to 4 [DCL4 means
the physician’s confidence level is 99%]) item in the
1999 Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale.6,7 This
clinical conceptualisation of diagnosis predates the
discovery of HTT, the genetic test for the CAG expansion
causing the disease, and, importantly, our knowledge of
disease-related pathobiological changes that develop many
decades before observable clinical signs.8,9 Clinical
diagnosis of Huntington’s disease at DCL4 is late in the
course of the disease, rather than indicating its beginning.
The scientific community recognises the need to
consistently categorise the disease period between birth
and clinical motor diagnosis.10–13 Until now, the entirety of
the disease course before DCL4 has been designated by
various terms, such as presymptomatic, premanifest, or
prodromal, which have taken on different meanings,
leading to non-standardised case definitions in
observational studies and clinical trials.14–19 The absence of
standardisation makes it difficult to describe and compare
populations across studies. In 2019, a task force of the
Movement Disorder Society proposed a standardisation

of the terminology to refine clinical diagnostic criteria;
however, that initiative was grounded solely in clinical
criteria, excluding biomarkers of disease progression.20
Clinical research in a Huntington’s disease phase earlier
than DCL4 requires an integrated system of classification
and staging that incorporates all available data, including
clinical biomarkers, to enable sharing of comparable data
and to improve efforts to validate outcome measures.
Such a system could also facilitate the development of
clinical trials aimed at slowing disease progression, which
might need to be initiated early in the biological course of
the disease for maximal benefit.
We report an evidence-based research framework for
Huntington’s disease that includes criteria to define a
Huntington’s disease case and a staging system that
encompasses the full progression of the disease from birth
to death.

Development of an evidence-based staging
system
Consensus methods

The Regulatory Science Forum working group, a part of
the Huntington’s Disease Regulatory Science Consortium
(HD-RSC; appendix pp 2–8),21 adopted a modified version
of the US National Institutes of Health conference
consensus method for the decision-making processes.22
This process required a four-step approach: step 1) agree
ment on the questions to be systematically investigated;
step 2) evidence gathering; step 3) expert panel debate on
the interpretation of the evidence and agreement on the
conclusions by voting; and step 4) endorsement of
the conclusions by a wide range of stakeholders. The
Regulatory Science Forum served as the expert panel
required for steps 1 and 3 of the consensus method.
80% or more favourable votes from the Regulatory Science
www.thelancet.com/neurology Vol 21 July 2022
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Forum were required for agreement and adoption of
decisions or conclusions (including the wording of the
definitions). All votes were unanimous. Evidence
gathering (step 2) was done by literature reviews by
Rancho Biosciences (San Diego, CA, USA) or from novel
statistical analyses done by an academic group led by JDL.
For endorsement (step 4), the conclusions and their
evidentiary basis were formally reviewed by the HD-RSC
Coordinating Committee (appendix pp 4–5). Informal
feedback on the HD-ISS was sought from regulatory
agency partners and from the Huntington’s disease
Coalition for Patient Engagement (HD-COPE), an
international patient advocacy collaboration.

Framework development
We used four publicly available datasets—Enroll-HD
(fourth periodic dataset),19 IMAGE-HD,23,24 PREDICTHD,2,15,25,26 and TRACK-HD—to develop the framework,
create landmark cutoffs, and validate the analysis.13,27,28
We combined the individual-level coded participant data,
and this approached allowed us to do an overall analysis
of the aggregated data. This aggregation was possible
because the basic structures of these prospective cohort
studies were similar, with common variable definitions
and repeated annual visits that collected data for mostly
overlapping
variables
(4636
participants
with
13 300 longitudinal study visits had <35 CAG repeats
[controls]; 1107 participants with 3176 longitudinal visits
with volumetric MRI had 40–50 CAG repeats [excluding
participants with juvenile Huntington’s disease]; see
appendix pp 22–24). A larger dataset drawn from the four
studies (12 152 participants with 36–50 CAG repeats
without volumetric MRI) was used for the penetrance
analysis (ie, analysis of the proportion of individuals with
a given genotype who have the associated phenotype).29
Although the imaging data were collected on different
MRI scanners, the data were harmonised using the
processing pipeline discussed in the appendix (p 25).
To consider penetrance for the case definition of
Huntington’s disease, in addition to a literature review,
we calculated the proportion of individuals with
36–39 CAG repeats who had received a clinical motor
diagnosis (represented by DCL4) and estimated the
probability of individuals with 36–39 CAG repeats
receiving a clinical motor diagnosis by age 82 years. This
reference age was used for this analysis because it is the
approximate UN life expectancy estimate of a western
European person (ignoring sex).30 We used a separate
longitudinal logistic regression model for each CAG
repeat length to estimate the population-average
probability of reaching DCL4 over time (appendix p 26).
Our literature analysis produced evidence to support
the segmentation of the progression of Huntington’s
disease into distinct stages defined by specific landmark
measures (ie, assessments [biomarker or clinical] that
have been validated as measuring events [eg,
neurodegeneration, clinical impairment, or loss of
www.thelancet.com/neurology Vol 21 July 2022

functional abilities] that are associated with the course of
the disease and have established prognostic value for
future disease-associated events).
We extended the 2014 systematic review31 to 2021 using
the same search criteria. From the identified papers, we
cataloged and filtered 2787 measures using predefined
criteria—ie, the originating study (where the measure
was identified) must have had a longitudinal design with
a sample size of more than 100, and the measure itself
must have shown evidence of prognostic value for
disease progression in two or more independent
statistical models or in one model that included at least
two datasets (appendix pp 10–18). The resulting
16 candidate landmarks were then debated and six were
selected by the Regulatory Science Forum working
group.
To classify an individual into a stage, the landmark
assessment that defines that stage needs to significantly
deviate from the control population to indicate
Huntington’s disease pathology. To model how a
landmark variable changes over time in the control
population, accounting for natural ageing effects, we
used quantile linear mixed modelling for repeated
measures to generate distribution curves that represented
a range of extreme tail areas. We calculated agedependent cutoffs for each landmark variable (Stages 1–3)
that correspond to the quantiles associated with the
5% tail area of each variable’s distribution in the control
data (appendix p 29).
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Internal validation of the staging system
Participants with 40 or more CAG repeats were scored
for eligibility (0=ineligible, 1=eligible) for Stages 1–3 by
determining whether their observed assessments
exceeded the age-dependent cutoffs for either or both
landmarks. Stage assignment (classification) was
determined by summing the number of eligibilities
(eg, the score of a participant eligible for Stage 1, Stage 2,
and Stage 3 would be 3 for assignment to Stage 3). To
analyse the temporal sequence of the stages, the
probability of meeting eligibility for each landmark and
each stage condition was modelled as a function of age.
To evaluate cross-sectional study visit patterns, we
calculated the proportion of participants with monotone
(sequential and non-skipping) patterns of disease
progression dictated by the staging system. For longi
tudinal evaluation, we used Kendall’s tau-a rank
correlation coefficient to index the extent to which an
individual progressed through the stages (the ordinal
correlation between the individual’s stages and their
visits).32 The continuation-ratio model for repeated
measures33 was used to estimate the probability of being
in a stage over time as a function of the number of CAG
repeats. Missing data were handled with multiple
imputation via a method that also allowed for bootstrapped
CIs.34 Additional details of the statistical methods can be
found in the appendix (pp 22–42).
633
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27–35 CAG
Intermediate alleles

~0% likelihood of
developing disease
phenotype

36–39 CAG
Reduced penetrance

Higher likelihood of
developing disease
phenotype

40–55 CAG
Huntington’s disease

~100% likelihood of
developing disease
phenotype

≥56 CAG
Juvenile Huntington’s
disease
Probable early onset
and severe progressive
phenotype

Increased propensity to pass on to offspring an enlarged CAG expansion

Figure 1: The genetic continuum of Huntington’s disease
Individuals with more than 26 CAG repeats have an increased propensity to pass on an enlarged CAG expansion to
their offspring; the likelihood of developing the disease phenotype increases with the number of CAG repeats.

Biological definition of Huntington’s disease
HTT CAG length and pathogenesis

Although the HTT glutamine tract is polymorphic in the
general population, the Huntington’s disease genetic
continuum comprises individuals with an expanded CAG
tract (≥27 repeats) that carries an increased propensity to
pass on an enlarged CAG expansion to offspring, and
might be pathological above 35 CAG repeats (figure 1).35–38
To define a case of Huntington’s disease on the basis of
a CAG tract length above a defined threshold, only a
penetrance higher than 90% (ie, >90% of people with a
given CAG tract show any disease-specific clinical
symptoms) allowed for sufficient certainty of the disease
process. Therefore, to develop a definition of Huntington’s
disease based on the presence of the CAG expansion, it
was crucial to establish the penetrance for each expanded
CAG tract length.
To determine the rate of penetrance, the Huntington’s
disease phenotype was defined as reaching clinical motor
diagnosis (represented by DCL4) within the expected life
span (82 years).39 The proportion of individuals aged
82 years or older who have not reached DCL4 diagnosis
decreases as the length of the CAG tract increases
(figure 2A). For people with CAG repeats of 41–43 (or
more), the predicted probabilities for the occurrence of the
phenotype converged to 1 (ie, complete penetrance) before
the reference age of 82 years (figure 2B). For people with
40 CAG repeats, the probability converged to 1 shortly after
the reference age of 82 years (at around 86 years), and the
curve looked similar to that of people with 41–43 CAG tract
repeats. For people with CAG repeats of 38–39, we
predicted convergence to 1 to be in those older than
100 years and the shape of the curves flattened as the
number of CAG repeats decreased (appendix p 27).
Published studies of family pedigrees clearly establish
the pattern of inheritance as autosomal dominant and
suggest that the penetrance for people with 40 or more
CAG repeats is higher than 90%.40 Additionally, a pub
lished cohort analysis calculated the rate of penetrance for
people with 40 or more CAG repeats as 95% at age
75 years.41 Our analyses (figure 2) showed that people
with 40 or more CAG repeats have a penetrance for
634

clinical manifestations of Huntington’s disease greater
than 98% at age 82 years, and therefore the CAG
expansion can be considered causal.35–38,41–49

Penetrance in individuals with 36–39 CAG repeats
Population-based epidemiological studies and case
reports44–48,50–52 have shown that penetrance is reduced in
people with 36–39 CAG repeats, and our modelling
analyses (appendix pp 26–27) support that penetrance is
below 90% in people aged 82 years for 39 CAG repeats and
about 60% for people with 38 CAG repeats (figure 2B).
Therefore, in individuals with 36–39 CAG repeats, the
CAG length is necessary but not sufficient to define the
disease state and needs to be complemented with
additional measures to confirm a biological diagnosis.
Given the established rates of penetrance, we adopted
the following definition of Huntington’s disease:
Huntington’s disease is defined by the presence of a CAG
expansion in exon 1 of the HTT gene of either 40 or more
CAG repeats, or 36 or more CAG repeats and the presence
of a disease-specific biomarker or disease-specific clinical
syndrome.
Because further research is needed to establish a
disease-specific biomarker or clinical syndrome with
high specificity, high positive predictive value, and
compelling biological plausibility to operationally define
Huntington’s disease in people with 36–39 CAG repeats,
our staging system will focus on individuals with 40 or
more CAG repeats.

Huntington’s disease Integrated Staging
System
Temporal sequence of stages

Clinical stages classify patients into groups based on
prognostic features, expected outcomes, and required
treatments.53 Observational data and statistical ana
lyses24,54–57 informed our description of the sequence of
events from birth to death to identify crucial transitions.
On the basis of this evidence, we created an outline of
the staging system. According to this system, Huntington’s
disease progression starts at birth in individuals with 40 or
more CAG repeats, followed by indicators of underlying
pathophysiology (including neurodegeneration), then by
a detectable clinical sign or symptom, and finally by a
detectable functional change.
Individuals who carry a pathogenic CAG expansion but
have no detectable pathological biomarkers, signs or sym
ptoms, or functional changes attributable to Huntington’s
disease will be classified as Huntington’s Disease
Integrated Staging System (HD-ISS) Stage 0. Stage 0
includes a period before demonstrable neurodegeneration
or clinical presentation. Stage 1, and a change in prog
nosis, begins when neurodegeneration24,58 can be detected
by a measurable change in biomarkers. Stage 2 begins
with the presentation of definite clinical signs and
symptoms, which can encompass cognitive or motor
manifestations of Huntington’s disease. Stage 3 begins
www.thelancet.com/neurology Vol 21 July 2022
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Figure 2: Penetrance analysis
(A) Age at last study visit by number of CAG repeats and DCL4. (B) Fitted curves of DCL4 probability by age and number of CAG repeats. Vertical line at 82 years
denotes reference life expectancy.39 DCL4=diagnostic confidence level 4.

with a change in an individual’s functional ability, such as
difficulties performing activities of daily living.
In summary, this temporal sequence is conceptualised
as: Stage 0, identified by individuals with 40 or more CAG
repeats; Stage 1, identified by individuals with 40 or more
CAG repeats, and biomarker evidence of pathogenesis;
Stage 2, identified by individuals with 40 or more CAG
repeats, biomarker evidence of pathogenesis, and signs or
symptoms; and Stage 3, identified by individuals
with 40 or more CAG repeats, biomarker evidence of
pathogenesis, signs or symptoms, and functional change.
www.thelancet.com/neurology Vol 21 July 2022

Landmarks and cutoffs
After delineating these sequential stages, we
operationalised the framework by choosing landmark
assessments and associated cutoff values to classify
individuals in each stage (figure 3). Our systematic
literature review resulted in 16 candidate landmark
variables for consideration (appendix p 19).
For Stage 1, six volumetric neuroimaging assessments
were candidates for biological markers of pathogenesis.
In natural history modelling, caudate volumetric MRI
and putamen volumetric MRI, adjusted for head size,
635
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Stage 0: Huntington’s disease
Stage 1: Biomarkers of pathogenesis
Stage 2: Clinical sign or symptom
Stage 3: Functional change
Mild
CAG repeats ≥40

Landmarks:
Landmarks:
• Putamen volume • Total Motor
• Caudate volume
Score
• Symbol Digit
Modalities Test

Moderate

Severe

Landmarks:
• Total Functional Capacity
• Independence Scale

Figure 3: Cumulative staging framework and landmarks of the Huntington’s disease Integrated Staging
System
Representation of the temporal sequence of stage progression and the associated landmark assessments that
define stage entry (time not to scale).

For more on the online tool see
https://enroll-hd.org/HD-ISSCalculator/
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were consistently the imaging biomarkers to show
atrophy the earliest and were therefore selected to capture
the transition into the process of neurodegeneration.
For Stage 2, candidates included motor and cognitive
assessments but no behavioural ones. This finding was
not unexpected, since behavioural assessments typically
do not progress with Huntington’s disease or are not
prognostic of progression.59–61 To accommodate variability
in Huntington’s disease presentation, we selected one
motor and one cognitive assessment as Stage 2 land
marks. To capture a more comprehensive motor
construct, we selected the full Total Motor Score (TMS)
assessment over two of its subcomponents.62 In the
cognitive domain, the Symbol Digit Modalities Test
(SDMT) was selected because it was the most widely
reported in clinical research and has good clinimetric
characteristics (eg, consistency, test–retest reliability,
sensitivity, and validity) that are not substantively
impacted by language and practice effects.63,64
For Stage 3, we selected the Independence Scale and
the Total Functional Capacity (TFC) assessments over the
TFC occupation subscore because it reports broader
information.62 Given the decades-long duration of
Stage 3, we additionally divided it into three broad
conceptual groupings of mild, moderate, and severe
functional deficits, defined to give clear boundaries
without relying on additional quantitative landmarks.
Mild was defined as an individual who does not require
assistance with routine activities, although these activities
might be difficult to perform or take a long time.
Moderate was defined as an individual who requires
assistance with some routine activities. Severe was
defined as an individual who cannot do any routine
activities independently.
To establish stage entry, we defined cutoffs for each
landmark measure (appendix pp 27–32). The distribution
of each measure in the control population (<35 CAG
repeats) was used to establish the landmark cutoffs. We

sought to identify extremes of the distribution, so that if
Huntington’s disease individuals surpassed these
extremes, it was probably due to disease effects and not
ageing.65–67 For example, for Stage 1, we established the
threshold for putamen or caudate volume (controlling for
head size) that sufficiently deviates from the control
population to signal pathogenesis. For each landmark, we
selected the extreme 5% of the control population
distribution to represent the cutoff (appendix pp 29–30).
Landmark values beyond this threshold have sufficient
deviation from the values in the control population for a
given age to signal stage entry. For the SDMT, we stratified
the data into two groups on the basis of education level.68
Importantly, all the cutoffs are independent of CAG
length because they are based on control data and are
only dependent on age. The either-or rule should be used
when evaluating whether staging conditions are met
(ie, if either of the landmarks or both exceed their cutoffs, then the stage condition is met). The table shows
abbreviated cutoff values aggregated by 5-year age
intervals and the appendix (pp 31–32) shows yearly cutoff
values. We have also created an online tool, in which,
given a person’s age and landmark assessment values,
the calculator will output the stage.

Internal validation of the staging system
Figure 4 shows the predicted probability of crossing a
cutoff and fulfilling a stage condition as a function o f age
for people with 42 CAG repeats (the curves for those with
other CAG repeat lengths are similar). As expected, the
composite condition curves for each stage are shifted to
the left of the individual landmark assessment curves for
each domain, and the probability of being in later stages
increases with age.
There are similar patterns for the curves of each
landmark plotted separately with age (figure 4). The curve
for the SDMT crosses over the curves for the functional
measures (TFC and Independence Scale) because SDMT
more gradually indexes disease progression (ie, it dis
criminates relative to controls at older ages). At younger
ages, the probability of meeting the SDMT cutoff for
people with more education is higher than the probability
of meeting the cutoffs for TFC and Independence Scale,
demonstrating that some individuals will meet the
operational cutoff for SDMT before they show a functional
change.
By scoring whether an individual met the cutoffs for
each of the four stages at each study visit, we obtained
cross-sectional evidence of ordered staging. Data from a
visit were only included in this analysis if there were
complete data for all six landmarks. Examination of the
patterns of stage eligibility criteria met at each visit
revealed that 87% of the patterns were consistent with
monotone progression through the stages, in support of
the HD-ISS system (appendix p 34). For the remainder of
the secondary data analysis, ambiguous (ie, non-mono
tone) patterns were scored as the sum of the binary
www.thelancet.com/neurology Vol 21 July 2022
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Stage 1

Stage 2

Putamen
volume*,
mm³

Caudate
volume*,
mm³

TMS

20 years

0·006012

0·004297

25 years

0·005924

0·004232

30 years

0·005835

35 years

Stage 3
SDMT†

SDMT‡

TFC

Independence
Scale

5·9952

32·2246

44·4183

12·8624

100·0000

5·9839

32·1934

44·3871

12·9230

100·0000

0·004166

5·9469

31·9944

44·1881

12·9779

100·0000

0·005747

0·004101

5·8881

31·5363

43·7300

12·9900

100·0000

40 years

0·005659

0·004035

5·9264

30·7460

42·9397

12·9730

99·8719

45 years

0·005571

0·003970

6·1346

29·5693

41·7630

12·8759

99·9593

50 years

0·005483

0·003905

6·5707

27·9701

40·1638

12·6980

99·8153

55 years

0·005395

0·003839

7·2770

25·9309

38·1247

12·4319

99·2471

60 years

0·005306

0·003774

8·2797

23·4528

35·6465

12·0743

98·1095

65 years

0·005218

0·003709

9·5877

20·5550

32·7487

11·6266

96·3325

70 years

0·005130

0·003643

11·1923

17·2754

29·4692

11·0945

93·9314

75 years

0·005042

0·003578

13·0663

13·6705

25·8642

10·4884

91·0014

80 years

0·004954

0·003513

15·1631

9·8149

22·0086

9·8228

87·6959

85 years

0·004866

0·003447

17·4162

5·8020

17·9957

9·1170

84·1886

90 years

0·004778

0·003382

19·7384

1·7433

13·9371

8·3946

80·6195

The TMS has a maximum score of 124. The SDMT has a maximum score of 110. The TFC scale ranges from 13 (normal)
to 0 (severe disability). The Independence Scale is rated from 100 (no special care needed) to 0 (tube-fed, total bed
care). If an individual has a score more severe than the cutoff value, that individual meets the criteria for that landmark
(for putamen and caudate volumes, SDMT, TFC, and Independence Scale this score is less than the cut-off value and for
TMS this score is greater than the cut-off value). SDMT=Symbol Digit Modalities Test. TFC=Total Functional Capacity.
TMS=Total Motor Score. *Putamen and caudate volumes are divided by intracranial volume. †Less than or equal to high
school education (ie, International Standard Classification of Education level 3). ‡Greater than high school education.

Table: Abridged landmark cutoff values by age

1·00

0·75

Probability

condition variables (appendix p 33). In other words, a par
ticipant would get one point for every stage condition met,
with a total of 3 points for Stages 1–3. This approach is
consistent with the conceptual basis of the staging—ie,
that conditions accumulate in the HD-ISS. A more
clinically attuned approach would be to classify stage at a
visit as the stage with the highest condition met, which
yields similar results in the subsequent analyses. If
ambiguous patterns were to arise in a prospective clinical
study, the clinician researcher will have the opportunity to
correct any potential error and re-evaluate in real time, or
the participant would not meet study entry criteria.
Longitudinal data from each participant was used to
examine evidence of stage progression. Due to variability
in the number of visits and their spacing among
participants, we computed the ordinal correlation between
stage and visit using Kendall’s tau-a.32 Kendall’s tau-a was
computed for each participant who had at least two visits,
and overall >85% of the participants had Kendall’s tau-a
values that were consistent with orderly progression
through the stages; this proportion increased with more
study visits (appendix p 35), showing the tendency for
progression through the stages given an adequate
timespan.
Whereas Kendall’s tau-a is computed at the individual
level, our final modelling approach evaluated the staging
system for the entire sample. The estimated marginal
(or in-stage) probabilities and 95% CIs of classification
in each stage were computed from the estimated
longitudinal continuation ratio model (appendix pp 35–40).
As expected, the timing and duration of the stages varied
with CAG length. As CAG length increased, the stages
occurred at younger ages and had shorter durations
(figure 5).
We also examined how stages overlayed with imaging
and clinical variables over time (figure 6 and appendix p 42).
For the cohort of 42 CAG repeats, we fitted longitudinal
models for the key clinical landmark assessments to
predict the mean of each variable over time. Putamen and
caudate volumes declined linearly with age (figure 6B),
whereas the clinical variables followed a non-linear
pattern in which an initially slow progression eventually
gives way to rapid disease progression (figure 6C and 6D).
The TMS showed its fastest rate of change after
the probability of being in Stage 2 peaks and before the
probability of being in Stage 3 reaches 0·5. There appears
to be a similar effect for the SDMT, although the maxi
mum rate of change might occur slightly earlier. The TFC
and Independence Scale scores decline fastest when the
probability of being in Stage 3 is past the 0·5 threshold.
The progressions of the 1999 Unified Huntington’s
Disease Rating Scale69 and DCL in relation to the HD-ISS
stage probabilities are shown in the appendix (p 41).
Although entry into each HD-ISS stage marks an
inflection point in the progression of the landmark
assessments, patient outcome or score for each measure
continue to worsen as the disease progresses.

0·50
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Caudate volume
TMS
SDMT mean (combined education)
<High school education
>High school education
TFC
Independence Scale
Condition
Stage 1: Putamen or
caudate volume
Stage 2: TMS or SDMT
+ Stage 3: TFC or
Independence Scale
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defined as International Standard Classification of Education level 3. SDMT=Symbol Digit Modalities Test.
TFC=Total Functional Capacity. TMS=Total Motor Score.

Discussion and future directions
We present a new way to define the stages of Huntington’s
disease, primarily intended for use in clinical research.
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We established a standard case definition based on HTT
CAG expansion (≥40 repeats) and a formal staging system
for Huntington’s disease, the HD-ISS, using wellestablished prognostic biological, clinical, and functional
landmarks. We provided preliminary evidence that the
HD-ISS is a valid system of classification. We showed this
classification matches the known natural history of
Huntington’s disease in that the residence times in each
stage are in line with the data on Huntington’s disease
progression. The age at crossing a stage boundary is
CAG-dependent, as expected from previous research,70–72
and stages are sequential and progressive.
The HD-ISS uses a numerical staging system that is
similar to that adopted by the FDA Guidance for
Alzheimer’s disease.73 By harmonising both concepts and
language, the HD-ISS can be immediately applied to
enable standardised definitions of study populations and
to facilitate cross-study comparison of inclusion criteria.
The HD-ISS also provides methods for clinical study of
Huntington’s disease before the emergence of a clinical
syndrome and could allow for testing of preventive
interventions.26,74 Indeed, the biggest advantage of the
HD-ISS is the ability to consistently identify, classify, and
follow-up individuals early in the course of the disease.
This advantage fills a clear gap in Huntington’s disease
research because the Shoulson and Fahn staging system
(widely used in clinical research) does not classify
individuals without obvious clinical signs or symptoms
that impact function;75 the more recent proposal from the
Movement Disorder Society task force addressed earlier
periods of the disease, but the system remains incomplete
because it does not consider objective biomarker data, or
analyses of these biomarkers in healthy control
populations, without which the full range of disease
cannot be precisely characterised.20 Future work will help
establish the correspondence between the HD-ISS and
other systems, including the Shoulson and Fahn
system.76,77
We followed robust formal consensus methods and an
evidence-based approach; nevertheless, there were some
limitations. The determination of the relationship
between CAG tract length and penetrance rate is crucial
for the definition of a Huntington’s disease case in the
HD-ISS. However, for data availability reasons (there is
insufficient imaging data for people with 36–39 CAG
repeats in the available datasets and literature), we had
to base our analysis on a phenotype that occurs late in
the disease, which could lead to underestimating the
rate of penetrance. Alternatively, penetrance might have
been overestimated because the participants belong to
families who have a history of Huntington’s disease, in
whom penetrance might be higher.50
Furthermore, we did statistical analyses with combined
participant-level data from previous studies. These
datasets might have selection bias and might not
accurately reflect temporal changes in the standards of
medical care and accessibility. However, all the study sites
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were specialised in the treatment of movement disorders,
and Enroll-HD (the largest of the datasets we used) is an
ongoing study, which mitigates the risk of obsolescence.
Furthermore, the large size and long duration of the
Enroll-HD dataset might help prevent selection bias,
although it still exists; for example, non-White populations
are under-represented in this dataset. The imaging
datasets are potentially more susceptible to selection bias
because of their small size, geographical constraints, and
required knowledge of genetic status. However, the key
measures of interest (brain volumes) are quantitative and
therefore less influenced by the demographics of the
study population. Moreover, the control participants in all
studies shared environmental exposures with the
individuals with Huntington’s disease and are similar to a
larger normative population.68 This similarity supports the
representativeness of the datasets used and the integrity of
the analysis of the aggregated data. However, because we
used the same datasets to inform the conceptualisation of
the system and to establish cutoff values and validate
staging, there could be overfitting; additional research
with more data will allow for any necessary corrections.
Finally, the systematic literature review was restricted to
publications in English; nevertheless, the review included
studies from non-English-speaking countries, so this
restriction is unlikely to have substantially impacted the
results.78,79
Applying the HD-ISS in research is reasonably
straightforward. For each potential participant, the
following data must be collected: CAG tract length,
volumetric MRI (caudate and putamen), TMS, SDMT,
TFC, and Independence Scale scores—all standard in
Huntington’s disease research. The participant’s scores
are checked against the established cutoffs to ascertain
the stage, either automatically with the calculator or
manually with the look-up table. However, the HD-ISS
implementation requires a few additional considerations.
First, although volumetric MRI requires specific technical
considerations (appendix p 25), which might be a hurdle
to the use of HD-ISS,80–82 it is essential for research studies
to assess whether an individual has neurodegeneration
and is therefore in Stage 1.
Second, our analyses indicate that individuals can have
non-sequential staging patterns at a particular study visit
(appendix p 34). For example, on a given visit, an
individual could meet the criteria for a later stage
(eg, meet the cutoff for TMS for Stage 2) without meeting
the criteria for an earlier one (eg, does not meet the
cutoffs for striatal atrophy for Stage 1). Additionally, an
individual might not show longitudinal progression
through the stages (appendix p 35). For example,
three sequential participant visits could be scored as
Stage 2, Stage 2, and then Stage 1. These non-sequential
visits (13%) and progressions (<15%) have rates similar
to misclassification rates in Alzheimer’s disease.65,83,84
The primary cause of an atypical pattern might be
measurement error or an intercurrence, but whatever
www.thelancet.com/neurology Vol 21 July 2022
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the cause, we recommend excluding such patterns when
selecting candidates for clinical trials.
Third, although the HD-ISS is sufficiently flexible to
incorporate new data, it is important for the system
to maintain stability and comparability. Consequently, to
establish a new landmark assessment (eg, neurofilament
light chain concentration in cerebrospinal fluid or a PET
tracer for mutant HTT protein aggregates) or to update
the system, it will be important to consider how a change
will affect classification accuracy and stage boundaries,
and what added value it will bring to the system.
Finally, special considerations apply to either end
of the Huntington’s disease genetic continuum.
Huntington’s disease can occur in children and adoles
cents, typically in those with 56 or more CAG tract
repeats.85 Future research is needed to understand how
the HD-ISS might apply specifically to this population.
Individuals with low-penetrance alleles (36–39 CAG)
would need to have a disease-specific biomarker or
disease-specific clinical syndrome to be classified as
having Huntington’s disease in the HD-ISS. Practically,
although this Huntington’s disease population
should be given more attention in clinical research, the
inclusion of individuals with low-penetrance alleles in
interventional research would require careful
consideration.
In conclusion, we have developed a biological
definition of Huntington’s disease and an evidencebased staging system of the entire disease course. We
hope that the Huntington’s disease research community
will adopt this biological Huntington’s disease definition
and the HD-ISS in clinical research studies to increase
comparability between studies and data sharing. We
understand that this desired shift in research has
implications for families with a history of Huntington’s
disease by acknowledging pathology before clinical
motor diagnosis. However, it could advance therapeutic
development and might allow for expanded drug
labelling aimed at preventing clinical decline at earlier
disease stages.
Additional research will be needed to evaluate the
correspondence between the HD-ISS and existing
measures, scales, and staging systems. However, terms
such as manifest, premanifest, and prodromal should be
replaced with the language of the HD-ISS. Additional
data on the low-penetrance allele population will allow
the adoption of biomarkers or clinical syndromes that
meet the agreed-on criteria.
The HD-ISS stages are not meant to be the sole
inclusion criteria in clinical research; more specific
research participant selection, enrichment, and
stratification approaches will be used to define subsets of
the population that are particularly suitable for a given
research project or therapeutic intervention. Research
that complements the creation of the HD-ISS will be the
analysis of enrichment biomarkers and outcome
assessments appropriate for each stage and across
www.thelancet.com/neurology Vol 21 July 2022

Search strategy and selection criteria
To assess the penetrance of different CAG tract sizes, we searched PubMed from inception
to Dec 31, 1993 (when the HTT gene was discovered), with the search terms: “family tree”,
“Huntington*”, “pedigree”, or “penetrance”. We also searched PubMed from Jan 1, 1994,
to April 4, 2021 using the search terms: “cohort”, “Huntington*”, or “penetrance”.
We restricted our search to human studies reported in English and searched the reference
lists of review articles for relevant studies.
To generate evidence for segmenting Huntington’s disease temporal progression into
stages defined by landmarks, we searched PubMed using the terms: “cohort”, “disease
progression”, “Huntington*”, “models”, “observational”, or “prognostic”, focusing on
Huntington’s disease review papers, reports on large cohorts, and literature on
Huntington’s disease progression models to identify Huntington’s disease stage
transitions. We restricted our search to human studies reported in English and searched
the reference lists of review articles.
To define the landmarks themselves, we did a systematic review of the literature on
measures for Huntington’s disease (biomarkers and clinical assessments) used to
characterise disease progression. First, we examined the references from a 2014
systematic review (Parkinsonism Relat Disord 2021; 93: 89–96), which used a broad and
inclusive strategy. Rancho Biosciences updated this search by searching ClinicalTrials.gov,
OVID SP, PubMed, and Web of Knowledge for publications between Jan 1, 2014, and
Jan 1, 2020, with the same search terms used in the 2014 systematic review ( “human”,
“huntington* disease”, “participants” or “patients”, and “marker” or “biomarker”;
see appendix [p 9]). Both searches were restricted to human studies reported in English
and included an examination of the reference lists of review articles.
We used the search results on measures for Huntington’s disease to assemble a
comprehensive list of candidate landmark measures.

stages. By discussing trial design and endpoints, we
hope to advance regulatory science in support of drug
development across the spectrum of Huntington’s
disease. We anticipate that the HD-ISS could be an
important foundation on which to build regulatory
strategies and guidance on disease-modifying (and
potentially preventive) Huntington’s disease treatments.
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